Talking Human:
Eye-level financial marketing
Eileen Sutton, Principal
Sutton Creative, est. 1998
Financial-services marketing content and story

First Purpose
Our passion is creating humanizing, mar-com solutions for many of the world’s most
influential financial brands. We help firms get out from under their numbers, “story” at eye
level, and speak human across channels for greater engagement and profitability.
Here you’ll find excerpts of the many “voices” in which we’ve created. From a single
capabilities brochure, to a multi-year content engagement with a global retail
banking brand, Sutton Creative works within a flexible eco-system to meet a deep
bench of financial-marketing needs across the industry.
We’re happy to provide additional samples relevant to your goals.

Deliverables for B2B, B2C, B2B2C & institutional include:
Strategic stories (brand, product, employee)
Marketing content (print, web, digital, direct mail)
Content marketing
Social media

Client Highlights
Bank of America (commercial banking)
Print advertising.
Bulltick (Latin American investment bank)
Core story and brand strategy.
Davidsohn (financial technology)
Core story and brand strategy, messaging, tag line development, interim web site.
Deutsche Bank
Comprehensive simplification project for internal branding and recruitment.
Galliard Capital Management
Core-story architecture and web reinvention.
Goldman Sachs Asset Management
Plain-English capabilities brochure.
HSBC
Phase 1: Extensive web content for global rebranding initiative. Phase 2: Primary-content
provider for London-based Customer Experience division (multiple retail channels).
Kepos Capital (asset management; former Goldman Sachs team)
Core story and strategy, naming, tag-line development.
Merrill Lynch
Comprehensive simplification project in retirement marketing.
Royal Alliance (AIG; broker-dealer)
Capabilities brochure and collateral suite targeting brokers.
Sterling National Bank
Award-winning comprehensive retail banking collateral (B2B, B2C).
TD Ameritrade
Writer/editor for the award-winning thinkMoney magazine.
TIAA-CREF
Positioning and story for a mutual-fund suite targeting intermediary buyers.
Wells Fargo Bank
Multi-phased simplification collateral project for small-business banking.

Case Studies: Story Development
Morgan Stanley Portfolio Solutions Group
Brand-story architecture, capabilities brochure

For years, alternative investing was the purview of the super rich, the super brave, the
super "what the hell let's give it a try." In the global search for alpha, lots of alt-solutions
providers are now trusted, are courting retail markets, and going mainstream. In partnership
with the award-winning Baseline Design, Sutton Creative built out a new brand story for a
truly innovative, deeply research-driven, alternative-investing arm of a century-old
financial megabrand.

Galliard Capital Management
Brand-story architecture and web reinvention

institutional asset managers are taking no prisoners. They're devoting serious
resources to authentic narrative and strategy web sites. Sutton Creative tapped its bicoastal creative team to partner with the 20-year-old, $90-billion-dollar firm Galliard. The
market was a very different place from when Galliard first began. The brand needed to
reinvent its communication strategy soup to nuts—starting with a story in which
consultants, its primary audience, could find themselves.

Kepos Capital

Brand-story architecture, company naming, tag line
A group of hard-charging Goldman Sachs executives had grown one of the firm’s
most-successful hedge funds. They left Goldman to start their own asset management
firm. They were accomplished, but had few solid ideas about story and content. We spent
four months brainstorming their unique value proposition. What’s special about managing
money? Plenty. The Kepos team was creating a unique internal culture unlike most we had
seen in the space. The unique calm in the brand’s web execution, and the story Kepos
tells, comes directly from our strategy work.

Case Studies: Story Development
cont.

ICV Partners

Brand-story architecture, web reinvention
The private-equity industry broadly had spent years ignoring story and brand. This has
changed. And serious firms are investing significant dollars to tell their stories to core
audiences. ICV had been struggling with direction, and had fired two branding firms
before Sutton Creative got involved. The firm’s most authentic story was buried
when we met. In the end, ICV’s minority edge not only informed their origin story, but
was a driving force in their management style. When their site first launched, unusual
for the industry, it reflected a coherent visual theme and told a consistent narrative
across the site.

Davidsohn

Brand-story architecture
A 50-year-old Wall Street anchor, Davidsohn had its technology bells and whistles in
the guts of nearly every major player on The Street. The firm literally created the
financial industry’s back-office functionality, and had no peers across decades when it
came to innovation. Davidson’s site was years old, an out-of-date hodge-podge of
numbers and data with no visual principles and most importantly, no story whatsoever.
Unique in financial services, Sutton Creative also “storied” the firm’s executive bios.

Creative Executions

ASSET-BASED LENDING
Explore unexpected sources of
financial leverage to keep your
business thriving.
With asset-based lending, Sterling makes it
easy for you to take advantage of a variety of
tangible assets—your accounts receivable,
inventory, equipment, real estate and more—
as your business grows.
Wherever you’re located across the country,
we can accommodate your borrowing needs.
We service a range of business categories,
including wholesalers, distributors, manufacturers, staffing, and service companies.
Asset-based lending could be an ideal solution
if your company’s leverage or high seasonal
requirements are not being supported by your
current lender. At Sterling, understanding your
industry allows us to provide the support needed
to help you grow where other lenders stop.

ASSET-BASED
LENDING

Make sure your tangible assets are
working for your bottom line.
Unlike traditional commercial lending, which is
based on your company’s balance sheet, assetbased facilities are secured by accounts receivable
inventory, equipment, and real estate.
Our credit products range from $2 to $25 million
and offer a number of competitive features:
! Our asset-based facilities are based on advance
percentages up to 90% against eligible accounts
receivable, and up to 60% against eligible inventories.
! Term loans are available to support both
equipment and real estate.
! Should you need more supplemental working
capital, we are able to tap the resources of
partner banks.
Advance percentages and eligibility will vary
based on industry dynamics and your company’s
performance. Your banker will help to determine
the ideal loan solutions to meet your needs.
An asset-based facility might make sense for you
if the value of your firm is linked to your tangible
assets, your business is leveraged, you need more
working capital than your current lender is willing to
provide, or your company is returning to profitability
after a loss year.

“When I became a Sterling client,
my relationship manager took
a thorough look at my company
and determined that an assetbased facility could address a
number of my business challenges.
The fact that he understood
my business and offered a real
conversation about my options
proved immensely helpful.”
At Sterling, our focus is you.
Would you like to know more? Reach out to your
relationship manager or call Client Services at
855.274.2800. Our Client Service professionals are
available to assist you from Monday – Friday, 8:30 a.m.
to 6:00 p.m. and Saturday: 8:30 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.
You can also visit us at www.snb.com.

Expect extraordinary.
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There’s a reason our virtual datarooms
are preferred around the world.

At IntraLinks, trust is earned. For ten years, we’ve protected the online exchange
of your sensitive business information through a singular, world-class application
certified to the highest standards. Our virtual datarooms also mean greater flexibility
for an M&A community increasingly doing business around the clock and across borders.
Save valuable resources and join over 450,000 users representing 35,000 organisations
across 185 countries who rely on us to streamline critical transactions. Secure more
information about the leader in virtual datarooms at www.intralinks.com/security.

Consider.
An
Invitation
to Thoughtfulness.
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wealth
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Managed Futures
Refco–SPhinX™
Managed Futures Index Fund

The SPhinX™ Managed Futures Index Fund (MFIF) is constructed to fully replicate and
substantially track the returns of the Standard and Poor’s Managed Futures Index.
Giving investors direct access to core strategies and top-tier managers, SPhinX (MFIF)
is a standardized and investible benchmark, representative of systematic (model-driven)
managed-futures funds.
Through short-term, intermediate and long-term strategies, SPhinX MFIF creates the
potential for positive returns in both up and down markets. Managed futures are shown
to protect revenue streams, optimize risk/return parameters, reduce volatility and ensure
diversification. SPhinX MFIF offers sophisticated investors a professionally managed
exposure to the benefits of this global market.
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Why Managed Futures Now
Often overlooked, managed futures are a compelling alternative investment strategy. Especially during prolonged, down markets, managed futures
compliment and enhance the value of traditional equity portfolios which can be limited and prove vulnerable. Managed futures are a source of
strong returns uniquely different from traditional stocks and bonds. They provide direct exposure to international financial and non-financial asset
classes while offering–through long and short positions–exposure to risk-and-return patterns not easily accessible through typical equity investments.
As one segment of a well-diversified portfolio, managed futures have been shown to offer a measure of protection. Today, managed futures can
be viewed as a well-timed, rational strategy for the investor seeking balance, access and results.

What the Research Shows
The benefits of managed futures are well-founded in financial theory and empirical evidence. Academic research suggests managed futures are
highly correlated to each other. Therefore, risk and return can be defined by a single factor. Although there may be many approaches, systematic
(vs. discretionary) strategies best explain this asset class because most funds follow this approach. Further findings suggest:

■

Managed futures are not riskier than traditional equity investments

■

For a given return, managed futures reduce risk

■

Managed futures equal uncorrelated returns and improved risk-adjusted returns

■

For a given risk appetite, managed futures increase expected returns
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M A N AG E D F U T U R E S I M PAC T O N A T R A D I T I O N A L P O R T F O L I O
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Driving Profitability

A NEW HORIZON:
Managing Relationships Through Technology

The custom demands of today’s workflow inform our
solutions. The breadth and depth of our open architecture lets you build in-house solutions, give your clients
options, promote your objectivity and deepen relationships. If you’ve done things manually, you can enhance
your productivity and come up to speed in little time
with plug-and-play connectivity through varied
SunGard services. A different wealth-management
approach supported by the right technology means
you can grow top-line profitability by increasing assets
under management and guiding more clients through
the process, faster. A smoother, more efficient back
office is not only cost effective, but will free you to
focus on client-facing tasks, acquisition and growth.

The needs of the high net worth are quickly changing
the rules. Their needs are different, their demands are
shifting, and you’ll need a more comprehensive approach to keep pace. The days of managing to a return
have past. Wealth preservation and a need for guaranteed income distribution mean the conversation must
deepen so clients looking ahead feel secure. Today,
you’ll earn a client’s trust if you can focus on their unique
needs. To stay competitive, you’ll need custom solutions
that automate labor-intensive tasks without compromising a personal approach. These solutions must also
reflect real-life financial scenarios, give you a better
value proposition, and help you attract new clients.

Managing Client Value

Monitor &
Rebalance

Execute
/ Reconcile

Measure
Performance

One Relationship, One Source
A veteran wealth-management service provider,
SunGard has grown deep global roots offering guidance and critical support to trust companies, community banks, retail brokerage firms, insurance firms and
independent registered advisors. We’re focused on
carefully engineered solutions that can help you build
sound relationships as you mange a client’s changing
needs. Under one roof, SunGard offers a vast array of
coordinated solutions — from retirement to legacy to
investments to taxes. Should you phase into a more
defined wealth-management model, we can offer you
relevant services wherever you are in the process —
from discreet, critical work flow elements to a fully
integrated, end-to-end suite, scaled uniquely to
your size and demands.

Reporting
/ Billing

www.sungard.com

For more information:
1-800-825-2518
getinfo@sungard.com

© 2009 SunGard.
Trademark Information: SunGard and the SunGard logo are trademarks or registered trademarks of SunGard Data Systems
Inc. or its subsidiaries in the U.S. and other countries. All other trade names are trademarks of their respective holders.

SUNGARD

Supporting Wealth Management Relationships

Financial
Planning

Asset
Allocation

Investment
Selection

Growth On Your Terms
A new generation of SunGard solutions is quickly
closing the competitive gap between companies of
all sizes. Our coordinated, sophisticated tools
streamline technology needs and let you engage
at your level. Transform your practice, compete with
the whole marketplace, and cultivate client relations
through scaled solutions that support your process
in key ways. You’ll be more relevant to your clients
because you’ll offer superior planning. You’ll have
more control over each stage of the investment
process —from critical client profiling at the start to
custom reporting to secure custody. You’ll compete
profitably with larger companies. You’ll create a
defined, consistent client experience supported by
best-in-class solutions so clients will be able to see
and understand the value you bring.

Proposal
/ IPS

It
starts
here...

Business Checking and Savings Opportunities
Manage, Grow and Plan Wisely

As A Small Business Owner You’ll Find Options
Choice. It’s what you need to run a small business well. And that
choice leads to decisions that ultimately affect your personal finances,
too. That’s why at Wells Fargo we help you stay in control of your total
financial well-being, whether you’re managing, growing or looking forward. At Wells Fargo you’ll never be “stuck” with something, because
we make it easy and right for you. Our customized range of flexible
checking and savings plans meet needs large and small while, best of
all, saving you time and money.

For Internal Use Only
Profile
How many checks will you
write/deposit each month?

Just the Basics
Practical, efficient checking for lower
balances and activity.
Affordable: Low Activity Business
Checking
Simplified to save money, and with a low
monthly $8 fee, this account is the ideal
value and helps you manage a small business with limited checking activity.There is
no fee for the first 20 checks and deposited
items combined during the month, or for
up to $2,000 deposited in currency and/or
coin per month. Best of all, there is no minimum balance requirement.You’ll enjoy the
ease of free Check Safekeeping1, and a
nominal $2.00 fee for checks returned with
the Paper Statement Service.2
Convenient: Basic Business Checking
A low-cost account that’s easy to use, it’s
perfect for moderate transaction activity
and growing businesses. A low $10
monthly fee is waived with a minimum
daily balance of $4,000, an $8,000 average

ledger balance or if the account funds
OnlinePayroll by Wells Fargo.There is no fee
for the first 150 checks and deposited items
combined during the month, or for up to
$2,000 deposited in currency and/or coin
per month.You’ll enjoy the ease of free
Check Safekeeping1, and a nominal $2.00
fee for checks returned with the Paper
Statement Service.2 Valuable interest-bearing options are available for sole
proprietors, nonprofit organizations or
other entities.

How much cash will you
deposit each month?
Would you like to potentially
earn money or offset fees with
balances?
Do you require services such as
ACH or special statement cuts?

Versatile: Expanded Business Checking
(California only)
Designed for the expanding business, this
account offers the flexibility of Basic
Business Checking with higher transaction
activity and balances. A moderate $20
monthly fee is waived (1) with a minimum
daily balance of $8,000; (2) a $16,000 average ledger balance; (3) a $16,000 minimum
combined daily balance in Wells Fargo
Expanded Business Checking and one or
more Business Savings account(s); (4) a
$32,000 average combined ledger balance

1 Both sides of your cancelled
checks are copied and stored
free of charge for seven years.
2 With this service, cancelled
checks will be returned to
you with your monthly paper
statement. The applicable fee
will be charged monthly to
your account whether or not
checks were returned with
your statement that month.

Account availability varies by state.
For more information, check with your banker or visit wellsfargo.com/biz
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Wells Fargo’s Business Online Banking
Manage, Grow and Plan by Staying Connected

As A Small Business Owner You’ll Get Access
At Wells Fargo we’ve spent 150 years making sure our business customers have what they need. Today it’s even easier. The Internet makes
it effortless for us to bring Wells Fargo directly to you. Night and day,
whenever, wherever you choose, you’re but a click away from a wealth
of vital, secure information. Manage, grow and plan your business
future–while protecting your personal financial success–with the peace
of mind that has come to mean Wells Fargo Business Online Banking.
The convenience and security of the Web means total control and
the freedom to bank on your terms 24/7. Check a balance, make a
payment or streamline tasks with innovative solutions.

Choose What Works
for You
Efficiency
With Wells Fargo, one of the nation’s leaders
in Internet banking, you’ll enjoy free and
instant access through Business Online
Banking. Conveniently manage all your
business and personal accounts on your
own schedule at wellsfargo.com/biz. See
a consolidated real-time picture of your
checking and savings accounts, credit
cards, lines of credits, loans and more.
For greater productivity, take advantage of
online statements. Eliminate the need for
mailed statements, get rapid downloads
and reduce the potential for unauthorized
access to confidential information.
Monitor your cash flow as checks and
deposits post and clear. Keep your business

responsive by seeing account balances at
all times.You can also make real–time dollar
transfers between your accounts.
Online Banking means greater personal
and professional financial freedom. Open
new accounts, apply for mortgages, find
a student loan, even invest in stocks and
mutual funds.
Organization

For Internal Use Only
Profile
How many checks will you
write/deposit each month?
How much cash will you
deposit each month?
Would you like to potentially
earn money or offset fees
with balances?
Do you require services such as
ACH or special statement cuts?

Keep track of online payments easily with
Business Bill Pay. Enjoy the flexibility of
individual or multiple payments to any
company or individual in the United States
in your business or personal name, when
funds are available. E-mail confirmation
keeps you in the loop. Schedule recurring
payments in advance, such as rent, utilities
or equipment leases. Stay informed with
access to account histories for up to
90 days.You can also add memos and

Account availability varies by state.
For more information, check with your banker or visit wellsfargo.com/biz
Business Banking p.1 of 4
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NATURAL-BORN DEALER?
ACCESS

ADVANTAGE

FREEDOM

OPPORTUNITY

GROWTH

LEVERAGE YOUR AMBITION WITH AUTOSTAR
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Joe

AutoStar
AutoStar_AutoNews_070502.qxp
James Moore

Piece by piece, you’ve built a thriving dealership. You have drive, you
excel, and now you need more. Looking ahead, whether your ambition
includes building, purchasing, or refinancing, at AutoStar we
offer generous support through mortgage, blue sky, acquisition and
construction financing, as well as credit facilities and sales/leasebacks.
Industry specialists, our unique resources will help you grow.

safety

job slug

POWER YOUR AMBITION

CALL 1-800-AUTOSTAR TODAY
OR VISIT AUTOSTAR.COM

AutoStar is a subsidiary of iStar Financial Inc. (NYSE:SFI), with over $25 billion in assets
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ALWAYS BEEN AMBITIOUS?

AT AUTOSTAR WE WELCOME BIG IDEAS

As a dealer in today’s auto industry, your big ideas need fast, flexible financing.
Hesitate – and the deal is lost. How do we know? At AutoStar, we came up
through the business and it shaped our approach. Deal after deal, unlike other
lenders, we see you differently. We know you, we know your needs, and we
offer superior financing to meet special demands.
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Chris

AutoStar
AutoStar_AutoNews_070405.qxp
James Moore

We provide a strong capital platform and the right strategy through
Sale/Leaseback, Mortgage, Blue Sky, Construction and Acquisition Financing,
as well as Credit Facilities.
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POWER YOUR AMBITION

CALL 1-800-AUTOSTAR TODAY
OR VISIT AUTOSTAR.COM
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